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Abstract

A storage ring designed for duty-cycle
smoothing of a ~O MeV linac beam is des
cribed. An energy-spread of only ~O.l%

suffices for the coincidence-type experi
ments for which it is needed. This design
is not basically achromatic but its perfor
mance is improved by suitably choosing the
bending magnet second order field indexl)~7
it has also appreciably fewer elements than
earlier broad-band designs2 3).

1. Introduction

While storage rings, in high energy
physics, are usually planned for colliding
beam experiments, an alternative application
for temporary storage of a particle beam can
be useful for increasing the duty cycle of
a short-pulse linac7 for the same mean
current, an almost continuous beam may offer
considerable advantages in experiments em
ploying coincidence techniques. The ring
technology used resembles that of higher
energy rings in injection and beam storage,
though the storage period is much shorter,
and ejection techniques are similar to the
"slow extraction" of synchrotrons.

For the Toronto linac (~O MeV elec
trons), the researches planned4 ) call for
an incident electron beam with a narrow
energy spread, so that monochromation is
required. By putting this (or, at least,
by arranging most of the energy-spread
reduction) before the ring, a relatively
simple ring design can be achieved. The
linac beam current (within 2% - 3% in
6E/E) is initially over 0.5 A in a 365-ns.
pulse, at 720 p.p.s., and a selection of a
35-50 keV range yields ~25 mAo Smoothed,
this can give several microamperes, quite
adequate for the experiments desired.

2. The "Basic" Ring Design

The injection and extraction points in
both the ALIS2

) and the Saskatoon3
) rings

were located in "achromatic" straight sec
tions, i.e., where g = 0 (closed orbit
position independent of energy). with 6E/E
(or 6p/p) ~25 times narrower, we abandoned
this restriction. The basic design of
Fig. 1 which then results is much simpler
(fewer components) and probably cheaper.
The orbit period is 73 ns. Fig. 2 shows
the ~-functions for horizontal (radial, or
x) and vertical (z) planes and the g-functbn
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for half of this ring. The v ~ 2.3333
resonance was used for extrac£ion, this
value being approached from above, with
v ~ 2.12. The 5-turn injection system
n~eds perturbators to displace the closed
orbit verticallY7 "coupled" injection is
used, following closely the method proposed
for Saskatoon5

). However, with our lower
particle energy a magnetic injection septum
(v. Fig. 3) is proposed7 an electrostatic
septum, even a tilted one as proposed for
the Saskatoon ring, appears unlikely to
give as good lateral clearance for subse
quent passage of the beam in the ring as
Fig. 3 does. The field required inside the
septum is only 100 Gauss: the design is
basically similar to septa already used at
much higher fields, although its small size
puts it in the "watch-maker" class. It is
important that the linac beam at this point
be stable in position (as well as suitably
matched), and these questions and the mono
chromation are still under study, for the
proposed installation in Toronto.

3. Beam Extraction and x-plane Phase-Space

For the one-third integral horizontal
extraction, a "hollow" beam in x-plane
phase space is desirable. Injection occurs
while the sextupoles (H , H , Fig. 1)
are energized, without At~ de±eierious
effect on the stored-beam quality (v. Fig.4).
Fig. 5 illustrates the cycle of operation,
with the injection period shown on an expan
ded time-scale. Rapid de-energization of
the perturbators is crucial; the electro
static pulsed quadrupoles (p.q.) change
strength only later and more gradually.
Extraction begins when the plots like Fig.4
become triangular and touch the separatrices
of the stability triangle7 typically at in
jection the p.q. strength is 0.09 m- 2 , ej
ection ~ccurring within the range +.028 5 to
-.030 m 2 (vx change during ejection about
0.006 for ~ = 0; see below for ~ ~ 0) .

The storage period never exceeds the
linac pulse interval (about 1.4 ms.) allow
ing about 19000 orbits for the last elec
trons extracted. It is possible to vary the
p.q. strength non-linearly with time, to
obtain a nearly-constant extracted current,
although what is desired is also to have a
time-independent extracted beam spectrum.

Fig. 6(a), for ~ = 0 bending magnets,
gives curves for the area of the stability
triangle vs. energy (with p.q. strength as
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In Fig. 1: I,E are injection, ejection septa;
each element lies to left of position shown.

Fig. 4 is for ~E/E = +0.05%; scale 2.54 mm
(0.1 in.) as' printed = 1 mm or 1 mrad in x.
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(emittance, etc.) appear reasonable (e.g.
horizontally we get ~ 40 mm-mradians) •

4. General Remarks and Conclusion

While further information on the Tor
onto linac beam is awaited, before a final
design is computed, the present study pro
mises good energy characteristics from a
basically non-achromatic ring. Instability
problems for a 1.4 msec max. storage period
appear minimal, with a circulating current
of say about O.lA, and vacuum requirements
will be modest.

The authors wish to acknowledge pre
liminary discussions with Prof. R. Servranckx
and to thank him, and the ALIS group, for
communicating unpublished information, as
well as Dr. J.C. Kim, who has assisted in
the computations.

APPENDIX - Ring Constants

Orbit circumference 21.883 m (v. Fig. 1).
For this design the admittance required at
injection septum is 4(in x), 5(in z) mm-mrad.

Fixed magnetic quadrupole strengths:

a parameter), and quadrilateral ABCD, where
AB and DC respectively plot vs. energy the
total area and the hollow-portion area in
x-phase-space (cf. Fig. 4, different plots
needed for each E) for the stored beam. As
extraction proceeds, the variation of p.q.
strength leads to the sweeping out of the
ring of successive parts of this "occupied"
quadrilateral, and the early ejection of
higher-energy electrons and later ejection
of lower-energy ones is clearly apparent.

The behaviour can be improved rather
simply. Due to having chosen an odd sub
harmonic resonance, Vx = 7/3 (7 being odd),
extraction is caused by nonlinearities
which must be anti-symmetrical (H(+), H(_)
in Fig. 1) across the ring. A symmetrical
term added (either by choosing sextupo1es
of numerically unequal strengths, or by
varying the bending-magnet~) is found not
to affect the area of stability S~ for the
nominal energy, but to change the slope of
constant-p.q. lines in Fig. 6. If all four
bending magnets are designed to have ~ =
0.375 (a not uncommon value), we obtain the
results of Fig. 6(b), and a further improve
ment, Fig. 6(c), is obtained for ~ = 0.475.
For the latter case it is seen that the
start of extraction for particles of all
energies occurs together. Even for further
energy-monochromation of the extracted beam
a duty cycle in the region of 92% to 96%
should be readily achieved. However, this
advantage is obtained at the expense of some
reduction of the change in p.q. strength
during ejection, and an increase in precis
ion of the magnetic quadrupole fields may be
required in order that the onset of ejection
should remain correctly timed. This precis
ion, of the order of 1 part in 15000-20000,
should not be too difficult to attain as a
stability against drift, but special pro
cedures may be needed when setting up the
ring - e.g., one may have to widen the p.q.
variation temporarily and observe the time
of-onset of ejection in order to adjust the
fields of one or more quadrupoles to their
desired values.

Two recent studiesS
) of the effects of

sextupole terms on resonant extraction
suggest that choosing ~ ~ 0 is undesirable.
Our detailed particle tracking calculations
appear to show that this problem does not
arise in our ring. For example, Fig. 7
gives, for three energies, the triangles of
stability for a typical p.q. strength, and
points from particle tracking indicate the
shape of the asymptotes along which particles
emerge. Although these asymptotes are cur
ved, the resulting extracted beam conditions
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